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Project Profile: Globally Connected Partners, Institutions, 
Faculty, Students

•  Institutions: Denison University in Ohio, USA, and American University in Bulgaria in 
Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria

•  Liberal Arts Institution: private, residential, interdisciplinary, internationalization and 
globalization initiatives

•  Collaboration of 2 professors in German as a second language

•  Students who are learning German as a second, third, fourth, etc. language 

•  On average 12-14 students per course (this semester surprisingly more on both 
sides)

•  Proficiency levels: intermediate low to intermediate high



Project Goals
•  Increasing language proficiency with digital technology, especially speaking
•  (average classroom speaking time: less than one minute per student!)
• Enhancing intercultural competency (cultural and linguistic background, empathic 

stance, etc.)
•  Increasing digital literacy (use of technological tools, digital etiquette, digital literacy 

for future teachers/pedagogical tools)



Course Logistics 

• Since Fall Semester 2013, every semester with increasing pedagogical features, 
Global Liberal Arts Alliance

• Practical matters (time differences, daylight saving time, holidays, semester period, 
arranging partners and groups, grading, choice of courses 

•  From individual to fully synchronized course syllabi; synchronized themes as 
individual projects to using same textbooks and materials

•  From Neue Blickwinkel (DU) to Berliner Platz 2 Neu (both)

• Connected class periods for all students and both professors

•  Fully synchronized courses 







Rubric for Expectations and Grading



Synchronous Teaching  
(Video-Conferencing Test)



Technological Tools

• Video-Conferencing Platforms (no cost)

• Google+ Hangouts (Video-Communication up to 12 participants*, desktop sharing, 
video file is sent to Youtube, privacy settings there, pedagogical exercises with 
recorded videos)

• Zoom (Video-Communication, free version limited to 40 minutes, desktop sharing, 
video file downloaded locally to computer, complete control over file = not on the 
internet, video files shared via cloud storage programs, e.g. Dropbox, MS 
OneDrive)

• Also (Email, Skype, Facebook, Facetime, Twitter, etc.)
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Expansion of All Four Proficiencies  
– Focus on Speaking - with Digital Technology

• Example of one task:

•  Topic: Living in a multicultural society: languages, assimilation, integration, dreams, 
identity

• Small group conversations based on the text book chapter “Stereotypes of Germans 
and Germany: regional, national, international” (Chapter 7)

• Groups of 2 Denison and 2 AUBG students prefigured by professors in collaboration 
- With attention to language level, personality, interests, nationalities, etc. 





Instructions: AUBG-Denison Zoom Project 2 
• Email exchange for arranging Zoom meeting (allow for at least 3 weeks from email to 

uploading file)
• Prepare well BEFORE you meet with your group online. 
• Each student should speak a minimum of 7-8 minutes altogether (video 40 minutes)
• Discuss the following questions in your group (informal address)
• Name your video file Zoom_Multi_Name_Name_Name_Name and upload to Dropbox 

folder Zoom_Multi_AUBG_DU_F2015
• Use your Zoom rubric as a guide for technical and logistical details. 

Discussion Questions:
• Which languages do you speak? Which languages are spoken at your home? Which 

languages do your neighbors speak? Which language/s did your ancestors speak?
• How can different people from different cultures live side by side? What is the 

difference between assimilation and integration? How can one preserve one’s own 
culture and still fit in? 





Zoom-Video-Compilation “Multicultural Living” 

•   



Pronunciation and Intonation Exercise with Zoom 

I record myself reading a poem (here we practice ü and u sounds specifically), 
students practice reading this poem, then record this poem via Zoom, send it to me 
by uploading it to Dropbox. I listen to it, capture where improvements are necessary, 
and record a video that serves as feedback to their recording. Students re-record 
following my suggestions and send that file to me for a grade. 

https://german213fall2015drd.wordpress.com/woche-10/

https://german213fall2015drd.wordpress.com/woche-11/

https://german213fall2015drd.wordpress.com/woche-12/



Speaking cont.’

• Successful communication in the non-English language: spontaneous 
and prepared speaking, body language, gestures, affect, comprehension 
and reaction

• Vocabulary expansion 

•  Improvement of pronunciation 

• Coherence, fluency, paraphrasing

• Grammar improvement in spoken language

• Self-correction; peer-correction

• Stress-free language production 

• Strengthens self-confidence in speaking

• Saves time! (Think long lines in front of your office of classroom)



Vielen Dank für Ihre Aufmerksamkeit!  



Shared Technical Issues Log 


•  Add your comments here:

•  Hi Dr. Dillmann, 

•  I just finished my partner hangout a few minutes ago, but Google+ would allow neither of us to 
broadcast it. And the sound was not great anyway. We ended up typing for much of the conversation 
because it was almost unintelligible and the lag was 5+ seconds. I'm not quite sure what I should do 
now, but I just wanted to let you know about these issues. My partner did give me a lot of 
suggestions that I can use for the final hangout, though.

•  Chris Perry

•   
Thank you, Chris. Yes, this is good to know. Thanks for your patience and trying alternative ways to 
collect information. Technology still holds a lot of surprises for us. I'll try to find out what the problem 
might have been. I wonder if this has to do with overseas broadcasting? If nobody was able to do it, 
then it might be a policy issue. Limitations of the web-browsers your partner in Bulgaria was using? 
Do you happen to know? Perhaps it's simply Wi-fi at Denison? Did you use wifi from your dorm? The 
time (8 am) suggests that that's probably not the issue, but 7 hours ahead in Bulgaria might mean 
there is peak online traffic? I'll include Cheryl to see what she can find out. Please respond cc all. 
Thank you!!

•   
Comment from Cheryl:

•  The only documented broadcast restrictions are based on age. To broadcast you must be 18 years 
or older.



Shared Technical Issues Log 


I talked with my partner at 3 p.m. today. Everything went really well, 
I had stable wifi the whole time while I was using Chrome. None of 
the usual problems occurred (such as lag, no video, or echo). Only 
problem was her lighting was a little dark but that was not a big 
deal.

Melodie Faur



Hello Denison!



Förderung der deutschen Sprache als Kommunikations- 
und Wissenschaftssprache

• Aus AUBG-Sicht: “Mit Englisch allein komme ich nicht weiter.” 

• Stellenwert der deutschen Sprache im Rahmen der Europäischen Union als 
Institutions- und Amtssprache (Europastudien, Politikwissenschaft) 

• Deutsche Sprache in einer englischsprachigen Institution, wodurch die Sprache 
Deutsch gefördert wird

• Deutsche Sprache zum Weiterstudium 



Förderung der deutschen Sprache als Kommunikations- 
und Wissenschaftssprache

• Aus der Sicht der Denison 
University:

• Studenten lernen Deutsch 
um sich ihre Wurzeln zu 
erhalten, Vorfahren sind 
Deutsch, Deutsche 
Nachnamen

• Internationale Studenten, 
besonders Chinesen und 
Osteuropäer, lernen Deutsch 
als zweite Fremdsprache als 
Kommunikationsmittel in der 
Wirtschaft und zum 
Masterstudium in 
Deutschland



• Das vernetzte Klassenzimmer - ein Projekt zwischen 
der Denison Universität in den USA und der 
Amerikanischen Universität in Bulgarien


